Zhejiang Seming Electronic Co., Ltd
Name: GU10 LED Spot Light
Model:/
LED QTY:

/

Size: D:50mm, H:51.5mm
Weight: 56g
Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC

Specification
Actual Power

4W

Size

Lumens

270

Output Current

/

/

LED Quantity

/

Output Voltage
Lifespan
Working Frequency
Weight
Outer Carton Size

30,000 Hours
/
56g
/

Commercial Type
CCT
Coverage area
Material

D:50mm, H:51.5mm

GU10
warm light 3000K, cold light 6000K
/
high-quality PC

Description：
GU10 LED spot light provide a soft edged and focused bright beam, an exceptionally long life and significant energy savings.
The 2835 SMD LED chips, which give out a clean and ultra bright light, are housed inside a smooth and stylish white exterior
with excellent heat dissipation property. Proprietary optics lens helps delivering glare-free uniform lighting for all working
environments. The durable alternative to halogen spot is suitable for both accent lighting, track lighting, and general-purpose
lighting. GU10 LED spot light is usually recessed into ceilings to down light living spaces in domestic and retail properties.
It's so easy to switch to LED, just remove your old bulb and plug in one of our energy saving ones - no electrical work required.

The benefits of GU10 LED Spot Light:
1. Roughly 80% more energy efficient than other bulbs
2. The light absolutely durable and less prone to damages, the quality of light remains constantly bright even after several
hours of uses
3. Almost identical in shape and size to a halogen bulb for maximum compatibility
4. Very attractive appearance - beneficial when the bulb is on show
5. Certified as equivalent to 50W in terms of light output
6. 2 Year manufacturer backed Warranty
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7. Durable and ecologically friendly
8. GU10 LED bulb lasts up to 30,000 hours and without any reduction on the light output
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